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Introduction 

The solar effect is an important aspect of architecture in any climate, 
"whether moderate or tropical. T <) determine the solar angles, basis of daylight 
planning, insolation or shading, there are tv,-o procedures: mathematical and 
graphical. The first is tedious and iIlyolves a degree of precision that is not 
required in architectnre; hut graphical pr·oceclures are widely spread. These 
usually are single latitude systems: each chart appropriate for one geographical 
latitude only, hased upon the idea that the earth is stable and the sun passes 
aboye the horizon plane, all which its paths are marked 011 key elates with 
relation to standard time and !"olar altitudes. 

The W orId Solar Chart presents an entirely llew feature: it is multi
latitudinal. Instead of 180 chart,:, seyen provide the necessary readings. 

T'hc carth~s spatial 1110YE'111ent i. C'. spinning around its axis~ declinil1g allcl 

revoh-ing along its orhit has been transformed into a fe·w graphs. R("adings are 
comiderably simplified and generally applicable. The author hopes that the 
"\\' odd Solar Chart "will he of yalne in the cleydopment of engineering and arehi
teetural actiyities throughout the world. 

Description of the Chart 

Solar azimuths, the horizontal sun-angles measured from the true North 
Point, are presented by black arcuate lines "within a semi-circle according to the 
period of the year, -with precise dates. Readings are \\-orked out for twclye 
months. Each arcuate line is the integrate of those geometric places on the 
globe'S surface where, at the giyen date, the sun's azimuths are identical. Along 
the vertical line passing the centre, azimuth readings are marked at sunset and 
sunrise. The circumference of the semicircle shows azimuths at noon, 180e for 
the northern and 0° for the southern hemi5phere. 

" Based 011 tests made by the Author at the Karthoum University. 
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Solar altitudes, the sun's vertical elevation above the horizon, in degrees, 
are read at the circumference of the scmicircle, connected to the corresponding 
azimuths by vertical guide lines. 

Solar standard time is along red elliptic lines, and connected to azimuths 
and altitudes ,\ith regard to the globe's declination. 

Geographical latitudes are straight lines at right angles to the North
South axis, printed also in red, marked in five degrees graduation on both the 
northern and southern hemispheres. 

Application of the Chart 

To read solar altitudes and azimuths, first select the chart appropriate to 
the requested date and find the latitude corresponding to the examined geo
graphical place. 

Now all possible readings arp- available within the semicirclp- alongside 
the specific latitude. 

Azimuths are read along the red latitude lines at or between the inter
sections of the black arcuate azimuth lines according to the selected solar time. 

Altitudes are obtained by projecting the azimuth reading up or down
wards along the vertical guide lines. 

The vertical 'Sunrise-Sunset' line represents the shadow contour of the 
globe. 

The right-hand half of the globe where readings are obtainp-d is that lit 
by the sun, beyond this line to the left is shadow. If latitude and solar time in
tersect beyond the Sunrise-Sunset line there are no azimuths and altitudes, 
since the sun is below the horizon. 

Shadow angle protractor 

Sun-angles will only give shadow angles directly in special cases when the 
sun's azimuth is normal to the elevation. To calculate the depth of insolation, 
components of sun beams in normal plane to the elcvation, called vertical 
shadow angles, are needed. Their calculation or geometrical projection would 
be time consuming. True solar altitudes can he converted into shadow angles by 
means of a graph, the Shadow Angle Protractor (Fig. 8). 

The diagram is a semicircle. The horizontal angle between azimuth and 
elevation is marked along the graduated external arc. Vertical shadow angles 
are read along the graduated internal arc. The concentric semicircles and hori
zontal lines present altitudes. Vertical and radiallincs facilitate reading. 
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Shadow angle projection 

Find the horizontal angle of the sun and the elevation along the external 
arc, then follow the radial line to the intersection 'with the semicircle correspond
ing to the sun's altitude. Project this point vertically to the horizontal line 
representing the same altitude. Connecting this second point of intersection 
radially to the internal graduation yields the vertical shadow angle. 

Example: horizontal angle: 30°, sun altitude; 25°. Follow the red line on the diagram. 
Read at the circumference the vertical shadow angle: 42°30'. 

Correction of solar time and direction of poles 

The readings of the charts are calculated for solar time, which is related 
to the sun's position on the hemisphere. Local Standard Time (LST) according 
to the geographical location is based on solar time with a one-hour gradua
tion, and in most cases, will not exactly correspond to the solar time. For 
accurate azimuth and altitude readings time correction may become necessary. 

The globe revolves by 3608 within 24 hours. Each 15° angular rotation 
is the equi"valent of one hour and each 1° of four minutes. LST is determined 
along the multiple of t' 15° longitudes 'with a one-hour graduation, from a 
zero point at Greenwi,d, Longitudc 0°, Solar Time ::'\oon. To estahlish Local 
Standard Time, going eastward or westward one hour is to be added or sub
tracted for each 15 c, respectively. 

This method is applicahle to find the Solar Time with correction of LST. 
If the place in question is not located exactly on any of the multiples of 15° 
longitudes, for each 1° of deviation add or subtract four minutes to the east 
or to the west, respectively. 

Note that correction will be required if a summer-winter daylight saving 
system is in force. 

Sometimes correction may be necessary for the polar direction. The 
compass points to the magnetic pole, seldom coincident with the actual geo
graphic pole. The deyiation of the magnetic and geographic poles is marked 
on maps, and it could be considered by adding or subtracting it from the mag
netic polar direction. For the Sudan the deviation is about 1 c, so its neglect 
does not cause noteworthy error. 

Examples of application 

Find solar azimuth and altitude in Khartoum at the time of the equinoxes 21 ":'\farch, 
23 cd September at 9 a. m. 

Khartoum is on latitude 16° north, longitude 32°30' round. The latitude and the solar 
time line intersect between the arcuate azimuth lines of 105° and llOo, giving by interpolation 
106°. Projecting the point of intersection upwards or downwards parallel to the guide lines to 
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the circumference gives an altitude reading of 43°. These are values not corrected for the local 
time. Khartoum is 2°30' to the East from the longitude of 30°, where the actual Local Standard 
Time coincides with the solar time, and is G~lT + 2 hours. As each 1° longitude equals ,t 
minutes in time. the local time must be corrected bv the total amount of 2.5 X 4 = 10 minutes. 
Thus the solar time is 9 h 10 a. m. The corrected re~ding now will be azim~th 108°. altitude 45°. 
Since the deviation of the longitude is 2°30' only, the difference in time is trifling. hut in other 
cases it may he significant and the correction will not he negligihle. 

Construction of Chart 

The construction has been approached from a realistic viewpoint, COll

sidering the Sun-Earth relation in their spatial movement (Fig. 9). 
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J~ifI. 9. Sun and earth relation at equinox.('~ 

Construction of solar altitudes 

For the "tart the simplest relation of sun and earth was chosen. This is the 
time of equinoxes, 21st t.larch, 23 rd September, when the declination is zero, 
the solaI' axis PAis vertical, sun-earth axis SE, a theoretical line connecting 
centres of sun and earth, is paTal1el to the equator and the latitudes. Sun beams 
aTe parallel to SE. PA in this case TepTesents the shadow contoUT, i. e. the 
sunTise-sunset line. The contour of the globe on the Tight is the line of solar 
noon. The earth is reduced to a sphere. The horizon plane at any point of the 

globe is a tangent plane. 
The sun's altitude is an angle included between the horizon and the sun's 

rays, as presented in Fig. 10 for noon. Tangent plane (horizon plane) of the 
sphere is normal to the radius R. Consequently, 90~ - rh = (3, where rh j" the angle 
between SE and R fOT the tested point, and (3 the solar altitude. 
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Conclusion: solar altitude at noon corresponds to the complementary angle 
of the latitude of the examined geographical spot. The geometrical definition of 
solar altitude by day partly differs from the above. In this case the selected 
point K is hetween PA and solar noon rather than on any particular line (Fig. 
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Pig. 10. Solar altitude definition Ht l"(IuillO:'\J'~ at noon 

11). Further, this point is on the latitude circle and on a great circle GC of the 
sphere passing through the SE axis. Com:equently, this circle and the radius R' 
joining K are in one plane provided by R' - Gc. Therefore the tangent plane of 
K is normal to the R' - GC plane. 

The solar altitude at K is dcfined hy its tangent t' constructed hy means 
of affinity. K appears now in plan and clCYiltion on one ellipse - on the image 
of GC. The affin point Ka is on the circle, affin axis is SE. Tangent t projected 
from Ka defines a point on SE wherefrom tangent t' can he dra"wn to K, includ
ing "with the tangent plane the solar altitude /3 at K. But it is readable neither 
in plan nor in eleyation in reality, sillce it is an ordinary spatial position. Ro
tating the plane R' -( - GC- SR illto horizontal (plan) or ,"ertical (eleyation) 
position, R-t- SR, /3 becomes measurable. 

The integrate of tangents from one external point to a 8phere is a conical 
surface "with a small circle SC on the sphere as base line (Fig. 12). These tangents 
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Fig. 11. Solar altitude definition at equinoxes at any time of the day 

define also horizon planes along se. Sun beams SR form cylinder se, with 
constant (3' between the tangents t' and SR. 

Real (3 between t-SR occurs only at two points, where se intersects the 
circumference of the sphere (Fig. 13). In our case, the external point from 
where the tangents are constructed is on the SE axis. The bases se of any of 
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Fig. 12. Solar altitude is constant along a circle of the sphere normal to sun-earth axis 

Fig. 13. Solar altitude definition of any geographical spot by day at equinoxes 
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these cones are normal to SE and appear as lines perpendicular to SE III ortho
gonal projection. SE is parallel to SR, so /3' = /3 and 

(J. + /3' = Cl. 

thus: 
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Thus, at equinox, the solar altitude {3 at any point of the globe can be directly 

measured as the angle included between the PA axis and the projection of that 
point on the perimeter of the sphere normal to SE. 

At equinox, the globe is in a particular position, namely its solar axis is 
vertical. At any other day of the year this is inclined (Fig. 14) by the angle 
of declination. 

To define sun's altitude, tangents are constructed from the SE axis, 
coincident at equinox with the earth';;; horizontal axis. Otherwise, rotation of the 
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Fig. l·I. Solar altitude definition at any tinle of the day or year 

globe axis leaves the sun's position and the earth's centcr inaffected and the 
SE axi;;; remains the same. So the solar altitude is constructed as before. For 
idcntical points on the globe surface, solar altitudes remain constant in spite 
of the declination shifting latitudes and solar time lines (Fig. 15). Solar altitudes 
(J significantly vary with declination since the geographical spot determined 
for equinox is shifted to another spot with another but constant altitude /3. 

Thus, the multi-latitude method gives precise altitude readings over the 
globe's surface at any day of the year, by projecting the point of intersection 
of the latitudes and solar time lines perpcndicularly to the SE axis on the 
perimeter ofthc circle reprcsenting the earth. Solar altitudes are to be measured 
from a perpendicular line passing the earth's centre. This rule is valid 
regardless of the declination of the earth. 
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Fig. 1.5. Altitude reading> are COIlstant OIl the surface of the sphere for any dedination 

Construction of sola r a::;i m utlz 

The azimuth angle of the sun is measured bet"ween two theoretical lines, 
the pole direction and the image of sun's ray OIl the horizon plane. 

Geometrically, the polar direction is a theor('tical line parallel to the 
hOTizOll plane from a geographical spot directed to any of the poles. This line 
does not pass th(' pole, but intersects the polar axis PA. At any point of t11f' 
earth, the north or south direction is a tangent projected from the polar axis 
to that point. 

The sun's horizontal image is constructed hy drawing a tangent from the 
SE axis to that point. The azimuth angle of the sun is included hetw('en the 
two tangents drawn from the PA and SE axes. 

For the projection of the north or south direction of a surface, realize it 
to be on a longitude (Fig. 16a), a great circle of the glohe - appearing 
(exeept t"WO cases) as an ellipse in orthogonal projection. 

Affin point Ka is on that circle, the contour circle of the globe. The 
tangent tp to Ka intersects polar axis P A at a point from "where tangent tp' to 
point K can he dra"wn. 

The method of projection is the same on any day (Fig. 16b), since PA 
follows the declination of the earth. 
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Sun direction on horizon plane is constructed by the same method (Fig. 
17a). Point K is on a great circle passing through SE axis. 

From affin point Ka, tangents ts and ts' can be defined. This is the case 
both at equinoxes and other days of the year (Fig. 17b), the SE axis being 
stable. Combining projections of the polar direction and the sun's image on 
horizon plane yields the azimuth angle at K. 

The tangent plane at K (Fig. 18) determined by tangents tp' and ts', is 
also the horizon plane of K at equinox. The sun's azimuth appears included 
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Fig. 18. Definition of azimuth angle at the time of equinoxes 

between these two tangents, but it is unmeasurable on the picture. To convert 
it measurable, the tangent plane has to be made parallel to the plane of axes 
PA and SE. 

In the horizon planc of K, trace points of SE and of PA are Sand P, 
respectively. Now, the horizon plane KPS has PS, the axis of rotation as trace 
line. To rotate K around PS, real r' length of radius r is needed, to be con
structed at point Kar, and so K is rotated to Kr. The rotated azimuth angle is 
included between tangents tp and ts drawn from points P and S to Kr. 

Azimuth determination on any other day is done similarly, taking the 
declination of the polar axis into consideration (Fig. 19). 

The geometric places of identical angles of azimuth provide curves on 
the chart. 
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Fig. 19. Definition of azimuth at any time of the year 

Construction of identical azimuth Cllrtles 

The integrate of geographic spots of identical azimuth readings at a 
particular day is obtained by the reyerse of the aboye mcthod (Fig. 20), sinci' 
eyidently, on a giycn clay a certain azimuth angle helongs to one geographic 
point. 

Hence, choosing one azimuth angle, tIlt> integrate of identical points can 
he determined. 

On the lengthened radim R' of the earth the point pertaining to the 
initially assumed azimuth should be found. 

Axis of rotation PS heing perpendicular to R', a triangle oyer hase 
plO s" should he constructed, with external angle at kr" on the extension of 
R' equal to the given azimuth. This triangle p" s" -- kr" carrying the given 
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Fig. 20. Geometric definition of one geographical spot of given azimuth at the time of equinoxes 
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azimuth angle can he rotated around p" s aXIS. It is a plane tangential to 
an auxiliary and definite sphere, concentrical with the earth. The rotated 
tangent plane p" - s" - kr" heing normal to the radius CY of the auxiliary 
sphere its perimeter can he determined from the Thales law. The radius of 
rotation r" is tangential to the auxiliary sphere at Y. Projecting Y normally 
to R' "would giye the geometric spot on the auxiliary sphere of the given azi
muth. The same point R is, however, sought on the earth (hetween C and Kar), 
so point Y is to he projected radially to the outline of the earth to giye point 
Kar, aIHI therefrom, in accordance with the previous considerations, point K is 
determined. 

For proof a control projection is shown in clotted lines. 
Repeat con;;:truction in Fig. 20 until a numher of points with identical 

azimuth angles i;;: ohtained, sufficient to construct the azimuth curve at a clue 
accuracv. 

Summary 

For the widening professional aetiyity comprehensiyely applicable data are required. 
The present study offers a new method of solar angle calculation. Seyen diagrams replace the 
180 single latitude charts necessary up to now. One shadow angle protractor is also attached 
for the transformation of sun angles into shadow angles. The method of space geometrical con
struction of the diagrams is also being presented. 

First assistant Gellert KUBA, Budape;;:t XI., ]\1{iegyetem rkp. 3. Hungary 




